GETAGATE, base in Auckland and Christchurch, is the largest/solo Gate/Fencing/Automation
supplier has products ready to go in NZ, who is supplying thousands of gates/fences and other
security products each year. www.getagate.co.nz
We have developed our online base Auto-quoting system for customer to find the products they
need for their properties easier and faster. www.getagate.co.nz
The benefits are listed as follows but not limited,
Tier One, 4% less than buying from our Trademe/offline stores for your gates purchased from
www.getagate.co.nz
Tier Two, 8% off/credits back for customers paid 10,000NZD deposit in advance/after your added
up annual purchase over 30,000NZD.
Tier Three, 10% off/credits back for customers paid 20,000NZD deposit in advance/after your
added up annual purchase over 60,000NZD.
Tier Four, 12% off/credits back for customers paid 40,000NZD deposit in advance/after your
added up annual purchase over 100,000NZD.
In order to cover the surging demands, we are working with our accountant and lawyers to work
out an agreement to support more integrators or installers all over New Zealand. We will help all
our partners and customers to get your gate jobs done faster and easier.
Online base Auto-quoting system to save your time on communication and quoting;
Special online base system under your own domain to help you grow more customers;*
Superiority comparing to your local competitors running their business under the costly way;
Training and qualification to help you grow your abilities with extended support and warranty;
National promotions by Google, Facebook, YouTube, Ticktock and other platforms;
Supporting brochures, sighs to support your business to grow into a professional company;
The best partner in each area could grow into a regional partner who could get more support;
Opportunities to buy the company and become the shareholder of GETAGATE;
Each installer could get a discount according to the volume of gate you could sell each year.

We are working with Kiwis to control your budgets and save resources from wasting on/for
custom-made gates. We have developed standards and new structure which make gates assemble
with each piece is 975mm wide. These could benefit all our customers and partners who love our
gates leading to save more time to transport or install. The new gates could help us cut the costs
for warehousing, freight and other costs.

Knowing our time is valuable, hundreds/thousand gates in stock so you can pay after a view and
have it on the same day;
Knowing we people have various budget limits, tubular/slat/louvre different patterns aim to have
your best gate under your budget limitation;
Knowing some of our handy Kiwis love DIY, our professional crews created videos for your
Home-made Integration.
Knowing it’s hard to choose from various Brands of automation, we are supplying competitive
products in the one-stop store online when you get your tools and screws ready.
Knowing our Kiwis love New Zealand, we are stopping use PVC or anything hard to recycle.
Now, we are hiring and training more contractors in each area, hope you can get qualified
professionals to work your job when you need their help.
Thanks for all your support to help us grow to help more Kiwis.

